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An Aesthetic of Blackness-Strange and
Oppositional
bell hooks

This is the story of a house. It has been lived in by many people. Our grandmother, Baba,
made this house living space. She was certain that the way we lived was shaped by objects, the
way we looked at them, the way they were placed around us. She was certain that we were
shaped by space. From her I learn about aesthetics, the yearning for beauty that she tells me is
the predicament of heart that makes our passion real. A quiltmaker, she teaches me about color

Her house is a place where I am learning to look at things, where I am learning how to belong
in space. In rooms full of objects, crowded with things, I am learning to recognize myself She
hands me a mirror, showing me how to look. The color of wine she has made in my cup, the
beauty of the everyday. Surrounded by fields of tobacco, the leaves braided like hair, dried and
hung, circles and circles of smoke fill the air. We string red peppers fiery hot, with thread that

will not be seen. They will hang in front of a lace curtain to catch the sun. Look, she tells me,
what the light does to color! Do you believe that space can give life, or take it away, that space

has power? These are the questions she asks which frighten me. Baba dies an old woman, out of

place. Herfuneral is also a place to see things, to recognize myself How can I be sad in the face
of death, surrounded by so much beauty? Death, hidden in afield of tulips, wearing my face
and calling my name. Baba in a swoon, tulips everywhere. Here a soul on fire with beauty
burns and passes, a soul touched by flame. We see her leave. She has taught me how to look
at the world and see beauty. She has taught me "we must learn to see. "

Years ago, at an art gallery in San Francisco near the Tassajara restaurant, I saw rooms

arranged by Buddhist monk Ch6gyam Trungpa. At a moment in my life when I had forgotten how to see, he reminds me to look. He arranges spaces. Moved by an aesthetic shaped
by old beliefs. Objects are not without spirit. As living things they touch us in unimagined

ways. On this path one learns that an entire room is a space to be created, a space that can
reflect beauty, peace, and a harmony of being, a spiritual aesthetic. Each space is a sanctuary. I remember. Baba has taught me "we must learn to see."
Aesthetics then is more than a philosophy or theory of art and beauty; it is a way of

inhabiting space, a particular location, a way of looking and becoming. It is not organic. I
grew up in an ugly house. No one there considered the function of beauty or pondered the
use of space. Surrounded by dead things, whose spirits had long ago vanished since they

were no longer needed, that house contained a great engulfing emptiness. In that house
things were not to be looked at, they were to be possessed-space was not to be created but
owned-a violent anti-aesthetic. I grew up thinking about art and beauty as it existed in our
lives, the lives of poor black people. Without knowing the appropriate language, I understood that advanced capitalism was affecting our capacity to see, that consumerism began to
take the place of that predicament of heart that called us to yearn for beauty. Now many of
us are only yearning for things.
This article first appeared in bell hooks' Yearning: Race, Gender, and Cultural Politics (South End Press, 1990)
and is reprinted with permission.
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In one house I learned the place of aesthetics in the lives of agrarian poor black folks.

There the lesson was that one had to understand beauty as a force to be made and imagined. Old folks shared their sense that we had come out of slavery into this free space and
we had to create a world that would renew the spirit, that would make it life-giving. In that
house there was a sense of history. In the other house, the one I lived in, aesthetics had no
place. There the lessons were never about art or beauty, but always only to possess things. My
thinking about aesthetics has been informed by the recognition of these houses: one which

cultivated and celebrated an aesthetic of existence, rooted in the idea that no degree of

material lack could keep one from learning how to look at the world with a critical eye, how
to recognize beauty, or how to use it as a force to enhance inner well-being; the other which

denied the power of abstract aestheticism. Living in that other house where we were so
acutely aware of lack, so conscious of materiality, I could see in our daily life the way consumer capitalism ravaged the black poor, nurtured in us a longing for things that often subsumed our ability to recognize aesthetic worth or value.

Despite these conditions, there was in the traditional southern racially segregated black

community a concern with racial uplift that continually promoted recognition of the need
for artistic expressiveness and cultural production. Art was seen as intrinsically serving a

political function. Whatever African-Americans created in music, dance, poetry, painting,

etc., it was regarded as testimony, bearing witness, challenging racist thinking which suggested that black folks were not fully human, were uncivilized, and that the measure of this was

our collective failure to create "great" art. White supremacist ideology insisted that black
people, being more animal than human, lacked the capacity to feel and therefore could not
engage the finer sensibilities that were the breeding ground for art. Responding to this pro-

paganda, nineteenth-century black folks emphasized the importance of art and cultural pro-

duction, seeing it as the most effective challenge to such assertions. Since many displaced
African slaves brought to this country an aesthetic based on the belief that beauty, especially
that created in a collective context, should be an integrated aspect of everyday life, enhancing the survival and development of community, these ideas formed the basis of African-

American aesthetics. Cultural production and artistic expressiveness were also ways for displaced African people to maintain connections with the past. Artistic African cultural reten-

tions survived long after other expressions had been lost or forgotten. Though not remembered or cherished for political reasons, they would ultimately be evoked to counter asser-

tions by white supremacists and colonized black minds that there remained no vital living
bond between the culture of African-Americans and the cultures of Africa. This historical

aesthetic legacy has proved so powerful that consumer capitalism has not been able to completely destroy artistic production in underclass black communities.

Even though the house where I lived was ugly, it was a place where I could and did create art. I painted, I wrote poetry. Though it was an environment more concerned with practical reality than art, these aspirations were encouraged. In an interview in Callaloo, painter
Lois MailouJones (1989, 357) describes the tremendous support she received from black
folks: "Well, I began with art at a very early stage in my life. As a child, I was always drawing. I
loved color. My mother and father, realizing that I had talent, gave me an excellent supply of
crayons and pencils and paper-and encouraged me." Poor black parents saw artistic cultural production as crucial to the struggle against racism, but they were also cognizant of the
link between creating art and pleasure. Art was necessary to bring delight, pleasure, and
beauty into lives that were hard, that were materially deprived. It mediated the harsh condi-
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tions of poverty and servitude. Art was also a way to escape one's plight. Protestant blac
churches emphasized the parable of the talents, and commitment to spirituality also meant
appreciating one's talents and using them. In our church if someone could sing or play the
piano and they did not offer these talents to the community, they were admonished.
Performance arts-dance, music, and theater-were the most accessible ways to express
creativity. Making and listening to black music, both secular and sacred, was one of the ways
black folks developed an aesthetic. It was not an aesthetic documented in writing, but it did
inform cultural production. Analyzing the role of the "talent show" in segregated black com-

munities, which was truly the community-based way to support and promote cultural production, would reveal much about the place of aesthetics in traditional black life. It was both
a place for collective display of artistry and a place for the development of aesthetic criteria.
I cite this information to place African-American concern with aesthetics in a historical
framework that shows a continuity of concern. It is often assumed that black folks first began
to articulate an interest in aesthetics during the sixties. Privileged black folks in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were often, like their white counterparts, obsessed with
notions of "high art." Significantly, one of the important dimensions of the artistic movement among black people, most often talked about as the Harlem Renaissance, was the call
for an appreciation of popular forms. Like other periods of intense focus on the arts in
African-American culture, it called attention to forms of artistic expression that were simply

passing away because they were not valued in the context of a conventional aesthetic focusing on "high art." Often African-American intellectual elites appropriated these forms,
reshaping them in ways suited to different locations. Certainly the spiritual as it was sung by

Paul Robeson at concerts in Europe was an aspect of African-American folk culture evoked
in a context far removed from small, hot, Southern church services, where poor black folks
gathered in religious ecstasy. Celebrations of popular forms ensured their survival, kept

them as a legacy to be passed on, even as they were altered and transformed by the interplay
of varied cultural forces.

Conscious articulation of a "black aesthetic" as it was constructed by African-American

artists and critics in the sixties and early seventies was an effort to forge an unbreakable link

between artistic production and revolutionary politics. Writing about the interconnectedn
of art and politics in the essay "Frida Kahlo and Tina Modottit," Laura Mulvey (1989, 96)
describes the way an artistic avant-garde
... was able to use popular forms not as a means of facilitating communication but as a means
of constructing a mythic past whose effectiveness could be felt in the present. Thereby it
brought itself into line with revolutionary impetus towards reconstructing the mythic past of
the nation.

A similar trend emerged in African-American art as painters, writers, musicians work
to imaginatively evoke black nationhood, a homeland, re-creating bonds with an African
past while simultaneously evoking a mythic nation to be born in exile. During this time
Larry Neal declared the Black Arts Movement to be "the cultural arm of the black revolution." Art was to serve black people in the struggle for liberation. It was to call for and
inspire resistance. One of the major voices of the black aesthetic movement, Maulana
Karenga, in his thesis on "Black Cultural Nationalism" (1971, 33), taught that art should
be functional, collective, and committed.
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The black aesthetic movement was fundamentally essentialist. Characterized by an inversion of the "us" and "them" dichotomy, it inverted conventional ways of thinking about otherness in ways that suggested that everything black was good and everything white bad. In
the anthology Black Fire, James Stewart set the terms of the movement, dismissing work by
black artists which did not emerge from [the] black power movement:
A revolutionary art is being expressed today. The anguish and aimlessness that attended our
great artists of the 'forties and 'fifties and which drove most of them to early graves, to dissipation and dissolution, is over. Misguided by white cultural references (the models the culture set
for its individuals), and the incongruity of these models with black reality, men like Bird were

driven to willful self-destruction. There was no program. And the reality-model was incongruous. It was a white reality-model. If Bird had had a black reality-model, it might have been dif-

ferent.... In Bird's case, there was a dichotomy between his genius and the society. But, that
he couldn't find the adequate model of being was the tragic part of the whole thing. (Stewart
1968, 8-9)

Links between black cultural nationalism and revolutionary politics led ultimately to the
subordination of art to politics. Rather than serving as a catalyst promoting diverse artistic

expression, the Black Arts Movement began to dismiss all forms of cultural production by
African-Americans that did not conform to movement criteria. Often this led to aesthetic

judgments that did not allow for recognition of multiple black experience or the complexity
of black life, as in the case of Stewart's critical interpretation ofjazz musician Charlie
Parker's fate. Clearly, the problems facing Parker were not simply aesthetic concerns, and
they could not have been resolved by art or critical theories about the nature of black artis-

tic production. Ironically, in many of its aesthetic practices the Black Arts Movement was
based on the notion that a people's art, cultural production for the masses, could not be
either complex, abstract, or diverse in style, form, content, etc.
Despite its limitations, the Black Arts Movement provided useful critique based on radical questioning of the place and meaning of aesthetics for black artistic production. The
movement's insistence that all art is political, that an ethical dimension should inform cultural production, as well as the encouragement of an aesthetic which did not separate habits

of being from artistic production, were important to black thinkers concerned with strategies of decolonization. Unfortunately, these positive aspects of the black aesthetic movement

should have led to the formation of critical space where there could have been more open
discussion of the relevance of cultural production to black liberation struggle. Ironically,
even though the Black Arts Movement insisted that it represented a break from white western traditions, much of its philosophical underpinning re-inscribed prevailing notions about
the relationship between art and mass culture. The assumption that naturalism or realism
was more accessible to a mass audience than abstraction was certainly not a revolutionary

position. Indeed the paradigms for artistic creation offered by the Black Arts Movement
were most often restrictive and disempowering. They stripped many artists of creative agency

by dismissing and devaluing their work because it was either too abstract or did not overtly
address a radical politic. Writing about socialist attitudes towards art and politics in Art and
Revolution, John Berger suggests that the relationship between art and political propaganda
is often confused in the radical or revolutionary context. This was often the case in the
Black Arts Movement. While Berger (1969, 54) willingly accepts the truism "that all works of

art exercise an ideological influence-even works by artists who profess to have no interest
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outside art"-he critiques the idea that simplicity of form or content necessarily promotes
critical political consciousness or leads to the development of a meaningful revolutionary

art. His words of caution should be heeded by those who would revive a prescriptive black
aesthetic that limits freedom and restricts artistic development. Speaking against a prescriptive aesthetic, Berger writes:
When the experience is "offered up," it is not expected to be in any way transformed. Its apotheosis should be instant, and as it were invisible. The artistic process is taken for granted: it

always remains exterior to the spectator's experience. It is no more than the supplied vehicle in

which experience is placed so that it may arrive safely at a kind of cultural terminus. Just as academicism reduces the process of art to an apparatus for artists, it reduces it to a vehicle for the
spectator. There is absolutely no dialectic between experience and expression, between experience and its formulations. (Berger 1969, 62-63)

The black aesthetic movement was a self-conscious articulation by many of a deep fear that

the power of art resides in its potential to transgress boundaries.
Many African-American artists retreated from black cultural nationalism into a retrogres-

sive posture where they suggested there were no links between art and politics, evoking outmoded notions of art as transcendent and pure to defend their position. This was another

step backwards. There was no meaningful attempt to counter the black aesthetic with con-

ceptual criteria for creating and evaluating art which would simultaneously acknowledge its
ideological content even as it allowed for expansive notions of artistic freedom. Overall the

impact of these two movements, black aesthetics and its opponent, was a stifling of artistic
production by African-Americans in practically every medium with the exception of music.

Significantly, avant-garde jazz musicians, grappling with artistic expressivity that demanded

experimentation, resisted restrictive mandates about their work, whether they were imposed
by a white public saying their work was not really music or a black public which wanted to
see more overt links between that work and political struggle.

To re-open the creative space that much of the black aesthetic movement closed down,
it seems vital for those involved in contemporary black arts to engage in a revitalized discussion of aesthetics. Critical theories about cultural production, about aesthetics, continue to
confine and restrict black artists, and passive withdrawal from a discussion of aesthetics is a

useless response. To suggest, as Clyde Taylor (1988) does in his essay "We Don't Need
Another Hero: Antithesis on Aesthetics," that the failure of black aesthetics or the develop-

ment of white western theorizing on the subject should negate all African-American concern
with the issue is to once again repeat an essentialist project that does not enable or promote

artistic growth. An African-American discourse on aesthetics need not begin with white western traditions and it need not be prescriptive. Cultural decolonization does not happen sole-

ly by repudiating all that appears to maintain connection with the colonizing culture. It is
really important to dispel the notion that white western culture is "the" location where a discussion of aesthetics emerged, as Taylor suggests; it is only one location.
Progressive African-Americans concerned with the future of our cultural production

seek to critically conceptualize a radical aesthetic that does not negate the powerful place of
theory as both that force which sets up criteria for aesthetic judgment and as vital grounding
that helps make certain work possible, particularly expressive work that is transgressive and
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oppositional. Hal Foster's comments on the importance of an anti-aesthetic in the essay
"Postmodernism: A Preface" present a useful paradigm African-Americans can employ to
interrogate modernist notions of aesthetics without negating the discourse on Aesthetics.
Foster (1983, xv) proposes this paradigm to critically question "the idea that aesthetic experience exists apart, without 'purpose,' all but beyond history, or that art can now effect a

world at once (inter)subjective, concrete, and universal-a symbolic totality." Taking the
position that an anti-aesthetic "signals a practice, cross-disciplinary in nature, that is sensitive

to cultural forms engaged in a politic (e.g., feminist art) or rooted in a vernacular-that is,
to forms that deny the idea of a privileged aesthetic realm," Foster opens up the possibility
that work by marginalized groups can have a greater audience and impact. Working from a
base where difference and otherness are acknowledged as forces that intervene in western

theorizing about aesthetics to reformulate and transform the discussion, African-Americans

are empowered to break with old ways of seeing reality that suggest there is only one audience for our work and only one aesthetic measure of its value. Moving away from narrow

cultural nationalism, one leaves behind as well racist assumptions that cultural productions
by black people can only have "authentic" significance and meaning for a black audience.

Black artists concerned with producing work that embodies and reflects a liberatory
politic know that an important part of any decolonization process is critical intervention
and interrogation of existing repressive and dominating structures. African-American critics

and/or artists who speak about our need to engage in ongoing dialogue with dominant discourses always risk being dismissed as assimilationist. There is a grave difference between

that engagement with white culture which seeks to deconstruct, demystify, challenge, and
transform and gestures of collaboration and complicity. We cannot participate in dialogue

that is the mark of freedom and critical agency if we dismiss all work emerging from white

western traditions. The assumption that the crisis of African-Americans should or can only
be addressed by us must also be interrogated. Much of what threatens our collective wellbeing is the product of dominating structures. Racism is a white issue as much as it is a black
one.

Contemporary intellectual engagement with issues of "otherness and difference" manifest in literary critique, cultural studies, feminist theory, and black studies indicates that
there is a growing body of work that can provide and promote critical dialogue and debate
across boundaries of class, race, and gender. These circumstances, coupled with a focus on
pluralism at the level of social and public policy, are creating a cultural climate where it is
possible to interrogate the idea that difference is synonymous with lack and deprivation, and

simultaneously call for critical re-thinking of aesthetics. Retrospective examination of the
repressive impact a prescriptive black aesthetic had on black cultural production should
serve as a cautionary model for African-Americans. There can never be one critical para-

digm for the evaluation of artistic work. In part, a radical aesthetic acknowledges that we are
constantly changing positions, locations, that our needs and concerns vary, that these diverse

directions must correspond with shifts in critical thinking. Narrow limiting aesthetics within

black communities tend to place innovative black artistry on the margins. Often this work
receives little or no attention. Whenever black artists work in ways that are transgressive, we
are seen as suspect, by our group and by the dominant culture. Rethinking aesthetic princi-

ples could lead to the development of a critical standpoint that promotes and encourages
various modes of artistic and cultural production.
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As artist and critic, I find compelling a radical aesthetic that seeks to uncover and

restore links between art and revolutionary politics, particularly black liberation struggle,
while offering an expansive critical foundation for aesthetic evaluation. Concern for the contemporary plight of black people necessitates that I interrogate my work to see if it functions
as a force that promotes the development of critical consciousness and resistance move-

ment. I remain passionately committed to an aesthetic that focuses on the purpose and

function of beauty, of artistry in everyday life, especially the lives of poor people, one that
seeks to explore and celebrate the connection between our capacity to engage in critical

resistance and our ability to experience pleasure and beauty. I want to create work that

shares with an audience, particularly oppressed and marginalized groups, the sense of
agency artistry offers, the empowerment. I want to share the aesthetic inheritance handed

down to me by my grandmother and generations of black ancestors, whose ways of thinking
about the issue have been globally shaped in the African diaspora and informed by the
experience of exile and domination. I want to reiterate the message that "we must learn to
see." Seeing here is meant metaphysically as heightened awareness and understanding, the
intensification of one's capacity to experience reality through the realm of the senses.

Remembering the houses of my childhood, I see how deeply my concern with aesthetics

was shaped by black women who were fashioning an aesthetic of being, struggling to create
an oppositional world view for their children, working with space to make it livable. Baba,
my grandmother, could not read or write. She did not inherit her contemplative preoccupa-

tion with aesthetics from a white western literary tradition. She was poor all her life. Her
memory stands as a challenge to intellectuals, especially those on the left, who assume that
the capacity to think critically, in abstract concepts, to be theoretical, is a function of class

and educational privilege. Contemporary intellectuals committed to progressive politics

must be reminded again and again that the capacity to name something (particularly in writing terms like aesthetics, postmodernism, deconstruction, etc.) is not synonymous with the

creation or ownership of the condition or circumstance to which such terms may refer.
Many underclass black people who do not know conventional academic theoretical lan-

guage are thinking critically about aesthetics. The richness of their thoughts is rarely documented in books. Innovative African-American artists have rarely documented their process,
their critical thinking on the subject of aesthetics. Accounts of the theories that inform their

work are necessary and essential; hence my concern with opposing any standpoint that

devalues this critical project. Certainly many of the revolutionary, visionary critical perspectives on music that were inherent to John Coltrane's oppositional aesthetics and his cultural
production will never be shared because they were not fully documented. Such tragic loss
retards the development of reflective work by African-Americans on aesthetics that is linked

to enabling politics. We must not deny the way aesthetics serves as the foundation for emerging visions. It is, for some of us, critical space that inspires and encourages artistic endeavor.
The ways we interpret that space and inhabit it differ.
As a grown black woman, a guest in my mother's house, I explain that my interior landscape is informed by minimalism, that I cannot live in a space filled with too many things.

My grandmother's house is only inhabited by ghosts and can no longer shelter or rescue me.
Boldly I declare that I am a minimalist. My sisters repeat this word with the kind of glee that

makes us laugh, as we celebrate together that particular way language, and the "meaning" of
words is transformed when they fall from the hierarchical space they inhabit in certain loca-
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tions (the predominantly white university setting) into the mouths of vernacular culture and
speech, into underclass blackness, segregated communities where there is much illiteracy.

Who can say what will happen to this word "minimalist." Who knows how it will be changed,
re-fashioned by the thick patois that is our Southern black tongue. This experience cannot
be written. Even if I attempt description it will never convey process.

One of my five sisters wants to know how it is I come to think about these things, about
houses, and space. She does not remember long conversations with Baba. She remembers
her house as an ugly place, crowded with objects. My memories fascinate her. She listens

with astonishment as I describe the shadows in Baba's house and what they meant to me, the
way the moon entered an upstairs window and created new ways for me to see dark and
light. After reading Tanizaki's essay on aesthetics "In Praise of Shadows," I tell this sister in a
late night conversation that I am learning to think about blackness in a new way. Tanizaki
speaks of seeing beauty in darkness and shares this moment of insight: "The quality that we
call beauty, however, must always grow from the realities of life, and our ancestors, forced to
live in dark rooms, presently came to discover beauty in shadows, ultimately to guide shad-

ows towards beauty's end" (Tanizaki 1977, 18). My sister has skin darker than mine. We
think about our skin as a dark room, a place of shadows. We talk often about color politics
and the ways racism has created an aesthetic that wounds us, a way of thinking about beauty

that hurts. In the shadows of late night, we talk about the need to see darkness differently, to
talk about it in a new way. In that space of shadows we long for an aesthetic of blacknessstrange and oppositional.
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